KWAN YIN
July 14, 2004

This is Kwan Yin being present. We greet you with great love.
When you decided to incarnate once more on this planet, your soul made a plan for
itself. It is a plan, accurate to dimension for every subjects of life being accumulated
within the matrix of your soul which have to be dealt with again. This plan of your soul
is a marvel. According to you earthly measuring of time, it could take centuries, for
the soul waits until the right, perfect time will make it possible to plunge into this
density of the third dimension. It is like an orifice, or suction of energy, with the
appropriate frequency of that particular soul-vibration for the corresponding subjects
of that plan of your soul, that plan for your earthly life your soul has prepared for.
It is a marvel indeed, for there is not only your soul being concerned with that
matters. There are many other souls of that 'soul-pool', that soul-family, that soulmonad, being involved together with you in the same subjects. For with many of
them, during endless lifetimes, there have been met arrangements which possibly
would have to be regarded and clarified. From the viewpoint of higher levels, the
cosmic whole, there are again and again new games, new variants and new
stagings you mutually could have to play out. All of that is for the soul-matrix to grow,
to gain consciousness and to expand, and for the monad to enrich itself. It is your
'soul-pool' which then can pour itself upon the grand over-soul.
This is possibly an information you are already familiar with, but we would like to
familiarize you with this very special quality of energy within your core, that wonderful
'light-ball' of seven layers of consciousness of your physical presence on this planet.
Each of that layers keeps a very special frequency for your personal development.
Before you came to this planet, you already existed in an enlightened status. But,
through this very tight hole of time, this small gate of time, this small spiral, which
systematically throttles down your soul-frequency to the third-dimensional frequency
and vibration, your personal soul-frequencies are being minimized. However, every
time when experiences are made consciously, turning to the divine, recognizing that
there is the Divinity of the Self, then there happens a very large and high enrichment
of vibrations. This means that, from the lower vibrating frequency of the third
dimension, you begin to approach to your own soul-potential.
This is what you call enlightenment. This is what you desire and what you are longing
for. It is your own Soul, your own Magnitude, your own Light, your own enlightened
Being you want to connect and to merge with. Every time when your soul is going to
make a decision to re-incarnate on this Earth, on this planet of experience, it is ready
to face the challenges of physical existence, to go from the state of enlightenment
into the lower vibration – and then again to move back from that lower vibration to
a higher, more 'lightful' level.
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This means that the potential of the soul enriches and develops itself. For, the more
experiences regarding development of consciousness are being made with changes
in the vibration of the energy-field, the more experiences are being made with Love
and Compassion on this planet, the more of greater Light begins to manifest within
your soul. Your 'soul-pool' is immense and contains a lot of endless facets of
consciousness and valuable experiences.
So we invite you at this moment to anchor yourself within the core of your soul and to
expand from your 'light-ball', allowing to make experiences with the greatness of
your own soul. Expand, become great, become powerful, become boundless, and
feel how every 'Ego' stands aside in front of this boundlessness: it isn't there anymore.
In that expansion, you will e able to experience who you really are: Full
Consciousness, within the divine infinity of Love and Light.
So we thank you with great Love, beloved children of this Earth. Recognize your full
potential and develop yourself again to Your Self, to your own richness, to your own
greatness – multi-dimensional – and infinite.
This was Kwan Yin. We bless you with great Love, and we thank you!
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